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Increasingly important in the field of communications, the study of time and band
limiting is crucial for the modeling and analysis of multiband signals. This concise
but comprehensive monograph is the first to be devoted specifically to this
subdiscipline, providing a thorough investigation of its theory and applications.
Through cutting-edge numerical methods, it develops the tools for applications
not only to communications engineering, but also to optical engineering,
geosciences, planetary sciences, and biomedicine. With broad coverage and a
careful balance between rigor and readability, Duration and Bandwidth Limiting is
a particularly original and valuable resource both for mathematicians interested in
the field and for professional engineers with an interest in theory. While its main
target audience is practicing scientists, the book may also serve as useful
supplemental reading material for mathematically-based graduate courses in
communications and signal processing.
This book presents a comprehensive tutorial on propagation, diffraction and
scattering problems from the basic principles of physical optics. Beginning with
the fundamental differential and integral equations for wavefields, the text
presents an exhaustive discussion on the extinction theorem as a non-local
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boundary condition; this has been extensively employed for the rigorous solution
of scattering and diffraction problems. There is also an in-depth presentation of
the topic of scattering from rough surfaces, in particular the phenomenon of
enhanced backscattering, as well as a detailed development of the angular
spectrum representation of fields leading to questions on non-diffraction beams.
Of key interest in near field optical microscopy and nanooptics, the S-matrix
theory based on the angular spectrum for propagating components and the
recently discovered properties of the S-matrix for evanescent components of
wavefields are considered. In addition, the book deals with the healing effect of
phase conjugation on waves, and focuses on some applications concerning the
relationship with time reversal. Readers will also find discussions on image
recovery from partial information data (phase problems and super-resolution
problems), as well as a chapter on the fundamentals of near field optical
microscopy techniques, including the hot topic of propagation in negative index
media.
Master the basic concepts and methodologies of digital signal processing with
this systematic introduction, without the need for an extensive mathematical
background. The authors lead the reader through the fundamental mathematical
principles underlying the operation of key signal processing techniques, providing
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simple arguments and cases rather than detailed general proofs. Coverage of
practical implementation, discussion of the limitations of particular methods and
plentiful MATLAB illustrations allow readers to better connect theory and practice.
A focus on algorithms that are of theoretical importance or useful in real-world
applications ensures that students cover material relevant to engineering
practice, and equips students and practitioners alike with the basic principles
necessary to apply DSP techniques to a variety of applications. Chapters include
worked examples, problems and computer experiments, helping students to
absorb the material they have just read. Lecture slides for all figures and
solutions to the numerous problems are available to instructors.
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The book describes a new form of radar for which the target response is
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frequency, i.e., resonance-dependent. The book provides both prototype designs
and empirical results collected from a variety of targets. The new form of radar,
called RAMAR (Resonance and Aspect Matched Adaptive Radar) advances
radar — mere ranging and detection — to the level of RF spectroscopy, and
permits an advance of spectroscopic methods from optical, through infra-red and
into the RF spectral range. The book will describe how a target's response can
be a function of frequency components in the transmitted signal's envelope as
well as the signal's carrier.
Space-time adaptive processing (STAP) is an exciting technology for advanced
radar systems that allows for significant performance enhancements over
conventional approaches. Based on a time-tested course taught in industry,
government and academia, this second edition reviews basic STAP concepts
and methods, placing emphasis on implementation in real-world systems. It
addresses the needs of radar engineers who are seeking to apply effective STAP
techniques to their systems, and serves as an excellent reference for non-radar
specialists with an interest in the signal processing applications of STAP.
Engineers find the analysis tools they need to assess the impact of STAP on a
variety of important radar applications. A toolkit of STAP algorithms and
implementation techniques allows practitioners the flexibility of adapting the best
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methods to their application. In addition, this second edition adds brand new
coverage on “STAP on Transmit” and “Knowledge-Aided STAP (KA-STAP).
With updates and enhancements to the incredibly successful first edition,
Probability and Random Processes for Electrical and Computer Engineers,
Second Edition retains the best aspects of the original but offers an even more
potent introduction to probability and random variables and processes. Written in
a clear, concise style that illustrates the subject’s relevance to a wide range of
areas in engineering and physical and computer sciences, this text is organized
into two parts. The first focuses on the probability model, random variables and
transformations, and inequalities and limit theorems. The second deals with
several types of random processes and queuing theory. New or Updated for the
Second Edition: A short new chapter on random vectors that adds some
advanced new material and supports topics associated with discrete random
processes Reorganized chapters that further clarify topics such as random
processes (including Markov and Poisson) and analysis in the time and
frequency domain A large collection of new MATLAB®-based problems and
computer projects/assignments Each Chapter Contains at Least Two Computer
Assignments Maintaining the simplified, intuitive style that proved effective the
first time, this edition integrates corrections and improvements based on
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feedback from students and teachers. Focused on strengthening the reader’s
grasp of underlying mathematical concepts, the book combines an abundance of
practical applications, examples, and other tools to simplify unnecessarily difficult
solutions to varying engineering problems in communications, signal processing,
networks, and associated fields.
Risk and Reliability: Coastal and Hydraulic Engineering sets out the methods
which are increasingly being required by Government Agencies for river and sea
defence design and flood defence system management. And it shows how to
describe uncertainty in the performance of flood and erosion defences. It
introduces the key statistical concepts required for the implementation of a
reliability analysis, and the analytical and the numerical methods are each
described with worked examples. Example applications of the methods are given
to illustrate their advantages and limitations, together with case studies drawn
from the author’s experience of academia and consultancy. It draws together
scattered material and provides coastal and hydraulic engineers with an
accessible entry to reliability analysis and thence to the cutting-edge literature.
This book suits advanced undergraduates and MSc students of flood and coastal
defence. It also serves as a helpful source of information for consultants,
practitioners and academics.
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The book will help assist a reader in the development of techniques for analysis
of biomedical signals and computer aided diagnoses with a pedagogical
examination of basic and advanced topics accompanied by over 350 figures and
illustrations. Wide range of filtering techniques presented to address various
applications 800 mathematical expressions and equations Practical questions,
problems and laboratory exercises Includes fractals and chaos theory with
biomedical applications
Fourier analysis has many scientific applications - in physics, number theory,
combinatorics, signal processing, probability theory, statistics, option pricing,
cryptography, acoustics, oceanography, optics and diffraction, geometry, and
other areas. In signal processing and related fields, Fourier analysis is typically
thought of as decomposing a signal into its component frequencies and their
amplitudes. This practical, applications-based professional handbook
comprehensively covers the theory and applications of Fourier Analysis,
spanning topics from engineering mathematics, signal processing and related
multidimensional transform theory, and quantum physics to elementary
deterministic finance and even the foundations of western music theory. This
handbook's audience will be composed of professionals in the engineering and
applied mathematics communities, advanced undergraduate and beginning
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graduate students and academics in electrical engineering, computer science,
statistics, and applied mathematics. It is meant to replace several less
comprehensive volumes on the subject - such as Processing of Multidimensional
Signals by Alexandre Smirnov, Modern Sampling Theory by John J. Benedetto
and Paulo J.S.G. Ferreira, Vector Space Projections by Henry Stark and Yongyi
Yang, and Fourier Analysis and Imaging by Ronald N. Bracewell - which are
often used as textbooks. So in addition to being primarily used as a professional
handbook, it includes sampleproblems and their solutions at the end of each
section and thus serves as a textbook for advanced undergraduate students and
beginning graduate students in courses such as: Multidimensional Signals and
Systems, Signal Analysis, Introduction to Shannon Sampling and Interpolation
Theory, Random Variables and Stochastic Processes, and Signals and Linear
Systems.
Simulation is integral to the successful design of modern radar systems, and
there is arguably no better software for this purpose than MATLAB. But software
and the ability to use it does not guarantee success. One must also: Understand
radar operations and design philosophy Know how to select the radar parameters
to meet the design req
A comprehensive and mathematically accessible introduction to digital signal
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processing, covering theory, advanced topics, and applications.
Carefully structured to instill practical knowledge of fundamental issues, Optical
Fiber Communication Systems with MATLAB® and Simulink® Models describes
the modeling of optically amplified fiber communications systems using
MATLAB® and Simulink®. This lecture-based book focuses on concepts and
interpretation, mathematical procedures, and engineering applications, shedding
light on device behavior and dynamics through computer modeling. Supplying a
deeper understanding of the current and future state of optical systems and
networks, this Second Edition: Reflects the latest developments in optical fiber
communications technology Includes new and updated case studies, examples,
end-of-chapter problems, and MATLAB® and Simulink® models Emphasizes
DSP-based coherent reception techniques essential to advancement in shortand long-term optical transmission networks Optical Fiber Communication
Systems with MATLAB® and Simulink® Models, Second Edition is intended for
use in university and professional training courses in the specialized field of
optical communications. This text should also appeal to students of engineering
and science who have already taken courses in electromagnetic theory, signal
processing, and digital communications, as well as to optical engineers,
designers, and practitioners in industry.
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David Pozar, author of Microwave Engineering, Second Edition, has written a
new text that introduces students to the field of wireless communications. This
text offers a quantitative and, design-oriented presentation of the analog RF
aspects of modern wireless telecommunications and data transmission systems
from the antenna to the baseband level. Other topics include noise,
intermodulation, dynamic range, system aspects of antennas and filter design.
This unique text takes an integrated approach to topics usually offered in a
variety of separate courses on topics such as antennas and proagation,
microwave systems and circuits, and communication systems. This approach
allows for a complete presentation of wireless telecommunications systems
designs. The author's goal with this text is for the student to be able to analyze a
complete radio system from the transmitter through the receiver front-end, and
quantitatively evaluate factors. Suitable for a one-semester course, at the senior
or first year graduate level. Note certain sections have been denoted as
advanced topics, suitable for graduate level courses.
The field of Digital Signal Processing has developed so fast in the last two
decades that it can be found in the graduate and undergraduate programs of
most universities. This development is related to the growing available techno
logies for implementing digital signal processing algorithms. The tremendous
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growth of development in the digital signal processing area has turned some of
its specialized areas into fields themselves. If accurate information of the signals
to be processed is available, the designer can easily choose the most
appropriate algorithm to process the signal. When dealing with signals whose
statistical properties are unknown, fixed algorithms do not process these signals
efficiently. The solution is to use an adaptive filter that automatically changes its
characteristics by optimizing the internal parameters. The adaptive filtering
algorithms are essential in many statistical signal processing applications.
Although the field of adaptive signal processing has been subject of research for
over three decades, it was in the eighties that a major growth occurred in
research and applications. Two main reasons can be credited to this growth, the
availability of implementation tools and the appearance of early textbooks
exposing the subject in an organized form. Presently, there is still a lot of
activities going on in the area of adaptive filtering. In spite of that, the theor etical
development in the linear-adaptive-filtering area reached a maturity that justifies
a text treating the various methods in a unified way, emphasizing the algorithms
that work well in practical implementation.
With the proliferation of mobile devices and hearing devices, including hearing
aids and cochlear implants, there is a growing and pressing need to design
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algorithms that can improve speech intelligibility without sacrificing quality.
Responding to this need, Speech Enhancement: Theory and Practice, Second
Edition introduces readers to the basic problems of speech enhancement and the
various algorithms proposed to solve these problems. Updated and expanded,
this second edition of the bestselling textbook broadens its scope to include
evaluation measures and enhancement algorithms aimed at improving speech
intelligibility. Fundamentals, Algorithms, Evaluation, and Future Steps Organized
into four parts, the book begins with a review of the fundamentals needed to
understand and design better speech enhancement algorithms. The second part
describes all the major enhancement algorithms and, because these require an
estimate of the noise spectrum, also covers noise estimation algorithms. The
third part of the book looks at the measures used to assess the performance, in
terms of speech quality and intelligibility, of speech enhancement methods. It
also evaluates and compares several of the algorithms. The fourth part presents
binary mask algorithms for improving speech intelligibility under ideal conditions.
In addition, it suggests steps that can be taken to realize the full potential of these
algorithms under realistic conditions. What’s New in This Edition Updates in
every chapter A new chapter on objective speech intelligibility measures A new
chapter on algorithms for improving speech intelligibility Real-world noise
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recordings (on accompanying CD) MATLAB® code for the implementation of
intelligibility measures (on accompanying CD) MATLAB and C/C++ code for the
implementation of algorithms to improve speech intelligibility (on accompanying
CD) Valuable Insights from a Pioneer in Speech Enhancement Clear and
concise, this book explores how human listeners compensate for acoustic noise
in noisy environments. Written by a pioneer in speech enhancement and noise
reduction in cochlear implants, it is an essential resource for anyone who wants
to implement or incorporate the latest speech enhancement algorithms to
improve the quality and intelligibility of speech degraded by noise. Includes a CD
with Code and Recordings The accompanying CD provides MATLAB
implementations of representative speech enhancement algorithms as well as
speech and noise databases for the evaluation of enhancement algorithms.
Random signals and noise are present in many engineering systems and networks. Signal
processing techniques allow engineers to distinguish between useful signals in audio, video or
communication equipment, and interference, which disturbs the desired signal. With a strong
mathematical grounding, this text provides a clear introduction to the fundamentals of
stochastic processes and their practical applications to random signals and noise. With worked
examples, problems, and detailed appendices, Introduction to Random Signals and Noise
gives the reader the knowledge to design optimum systems for effectively coping with
unwanted signals. Key features: Considers a wide range of signals and noise, including
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analogue, discrete-time and bandpass signals in both time and frequency domains. Analyses
the basics of digital signal detection using matched filtering, signal space representation and
correlation receiver. Examines optimal filtering methods and their consequences. Presents a
detailed discussion of the topic of Poisson processes and shot noise. An excellent resource for
professional engineers developing communication systems, semiconductor devices, and audio
and video equipment, this book is also ideal for senior undergraduate and graduate students in
Electronic and Electrical Engineering.
This highly-anticipated second edition of an Artech House classic covers several key radar
analysis areas: the radar range equation, detection theory, ambiguity functions, waveforms,
antennas, active arrays, receivers and signal processors, CFAR and chaff analysis. Readers
will be able to predict the detection performance of a radar system using the radar range
equation, its various parameters, matched filter theory, and Swerling target models. The
performance of various signal processors, single pulse, pulsed Doppler, LFM, NLFM, and
BPSK, are discussed, taking into account factors including MTI processing, integration gain,
weighting loss and straddling loss. The details of radar analysis are covered from a
mathematical perspective, with in-depth breakdowns of radar performance in the presence of
clutter. Readers will be able to determine the nose temperature of a multi-channel receiver as it
is used in active arrays. With the addition of three new chapters on moving target detectors,
inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) and constant false alarm rate (CFAR) and new
MATLAB codes, this expanded second edition will appeal to the novice as well as the
experienced practitioner.
This text provides a modern introduction to the main principles of thermal physics,
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thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. The key concepts are presented and new ideas are
illustrated with worked examples as well as description of the historical background to their
discovery.
Intended for a first course in performance evaluation, this is a self-contained treatment
covering all aspects of queuing theory. It starts by introducing readers to the terminology and
usefulness of queueing theory and continues by considering Markovian queues in equilibrium,
Littles law, reversibility, transient analysis, and computation, plus the M/G/1 queuing system. It
then moves on to cover networks of queues, and concludes with techniques for numerical
solutions, a discussion of the PANACEA technique, discrete time queueing systems and
simulation, and stochastic Petri networks. The whole is backed by case studies of distributed
queueing networks arising in industrial applications. This third edition includes a new chapter
on self-similar traffic, many new problems, and solutions for many exercises.
An introduction to radar systems should ideally be self-contained and hands-on, a combination
lacking in most radar texts. The first edition of Radar Systems Analysis and Design Using
MATLAB® provided such an approach, and the second edition continues in the same vein.
This edition has been updated, expanded, and reorganized to include advances in the field and
to be more logical in sequence. Ideal for anyone encountering the topic for the first time or for
professionals in need of on-the-job reference, this book features an abundance of MATLAB
programs and code. Radar Systems Analysis and Design Using MATLAB®, Second Edition
presents the fundamentals and principles of radar along with enough rigorous mathematical
derivations to ensure that you gain a deep understanding. The author has extensively revised
chapters on radar cross-section and polarization, matched filter and radar ambiguity function,
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and radar wave propagation. He also added information on topics such as PRN codes,
multipath and refraction, clutter and MTI processing, and high range resolution. With all
MATLAB functions updated to reflect version 7.0 and an expanded set of self-test problems,
you will find this up-to-date text to be the most complete treatment of radar available, providing
the hands-on tools that will enrich your learning.
The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is an extremely useful tool that finds application in many
different disciplines. However, its use requires caution. The aim of this book is to explain the
DFT and its various artifacts and pitfalls and to show how to avoid these (whenever possible),
or at least how to recognize them in order to avoid misinterpretations. This concentrated
treatment of the DFT artifacts and pitfalls in a single volume is, indeed, new, and it makes this
book a valuable source of information for the widest possible range of DFT users. Special
attention is given to the one and two dimensional cases due to their particular importance, but
the discussion covers the general multidimensional case, too. The book favours a pictorial,
intuitive approach which is supported by mathematics, and the discussion is accompanied by a
large number of figures and illustrative examples, some of which are visually attractive and
even spectacular. Mastering the Discrete Fourier Transform in One, Two or Several
Dimensions is intended for scientists, engineers, students and any readers who wish to widen
their knowledge of the DFT and its practical use. This book will also be very useful for ‘naive’
users from various scientific or technical disciplines who have to use the DFT for their
respective applications. The prerequisite mathematical background is limited to an elementary
familiarity with calculus and with the continuous and discrete Fourier theory.
Principles of Digital Transmission is designed for advanced undergraduate and graduate level
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students and professions in telecommunications. Teachers and learners can mix and match
chapters to create four distinct courses: (1) a one-term basic course in digital communications;
(2) a one-term course in advanced digital communications; (3) a one-term course in
information theory and coding; (4) a two-term course sequence in digital communications and
coding. The book provides rigorous mathematical tools for the analysis and design of digital
transmission systems. The authors emphasize methodology in their aim to teach the reader
how to do it rather than how it is done. They apply the fundamental tools of the discipline onto
a number of systems, such as wireless data transmission systems.
Results from several applications of particle image velocimetry (PIV) to unsteady flows at a
laboratory scale have been published, and commercial products are now available for more
general laboratory use, but for certain industrially important applications, reliable equipment is
often available only from in-house research and development teams. This PIV handbookis
intended to transfer know-how from PIV development laboratories to end-users in industry and
universities. The book discusses the scientific and technical aspects required to set up a PIV
system, allows users to assess the problems involved in the application of PIV, and enables
them to design, optimize, and use PIV systems to meet their special needs.

This book sets out to provide the theoretical foundations that will enable radio
network planners to plan model and optimize radio networks using state-of-theart findings from around the globe. It adopts a logical approach, beginning with
the background to the present status of UMTS radio network technology, before
devoting equal coverage to planning, modelling and optimization issues. All key
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planning areas are covered, including the technical and legal implications of
network infrastructure sharing, hierarchical cell structure (HCS) deployment, ultrahigh-site deployment and the benefits and limitations of using computer-aided
design (CAD) software. Theoretical models for UMTS technology are explained
as generic system models, stand-alone services and mixed services. Business
modelling theory and methods are put forward, taking in propagation calculations,
link-level, UMTS static and UMTS dynamic simulations. The challenges and
goals of the automated optimization process are explored in depth using cuttingedge cost function and optimization algorithms. This theory-based resource
containing prolific illustrative case studies explains the reasons for UMTS radio
networks performance issues and how to use this foundational knowledge to
model, plan and optimize present and future systems.
Providing the underlying principles of digital communication and the design
techniques of real-world systems, this textbook prepares senior undergraduate
and graduate students for the engineering practices required in industry.
Covering the core concepts, including modulation, demodulation, equalization,
and channel coding, it provides step-by-step mathematical derivations to aid
understanding of background material. In addition to describing the basic theory,
the principles of system and subsystem design are introduced, enabling students
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to visualize the intricate connections between subsystems and understand how
each aspect of the design supports the overall goal of achieving reliable
communications. Throughout the book, theories are linked to practical
applications with over 250 real-world examples, whilst 370 varied homework
problems in three levels of difficulty enhance and extend the text material. With
this textbook, students can understand how digital communication systems
operate in the real world, learn how to design subsystems, and evaluate end-toend performance with ease and confidence.
"Professor Andreas F. Molisch, renowned researcher and educator, has put
together the comprehensive book, Wireless Communications. The second
edition, which includes a wealth of new material on important topics, ensures the
role of the text as the key resource for every student, researcher, and practitioner
in the field." —Professor Moe Win, MIT, USA Wireless communications has grown
rapidly over the past decade from a niche market into one of the most important,
fast moving industries. Fully updated to incorporate the latest research and
developments, Wireless Communications, Second Edition provides an
authoritative overview of the principles and applications of mobile communication
technology. The author provides an in-depth analysis of current treatment of the
area, addressing both the traditional elements, such as Rayleigh fading, BER in
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flat fading channels, and equalisation, and more recently emerging topics such
as multi-user detection in CDMA systems, MIMO systems, and cognitive radio.
The dominant wireless standards; including cellular, cordless and wireless LANs;
are discussed. Topics featured include: wireless propagation channels,
transceivers and signal processing, multiple access and advanced transceiver
schemes, and standardised wireless systems. Combines mathematical
descriptions with intuitive explanations of the physical facts, enabling readers to
acquire a deep understanding of the subject. Includes new chapters on cognitive
radio, cooperative communications and relaying, video coding, 3GPP Long Term
Evolution, and WiMax; plus significant new sections on multi-user MIMO,
802.11n, and information theory. Companion website featuring: supplementary
material on 'DECT', solutions manual and presentation slides for instructors,
appendices, list of abbreviations and other useful resources.
Summarizing the history and basic concepts of finite elements in a manner easily
understood by all engineers, this concise reference describes specific finite
element software applications to structural, thermal, electromagnetic and fluid
analysis - detailing the latest developments in design optimization, finite element
model building and results processing and future trends.;Requiring no previous
knowledge of finite elements analysis, the Second Edition provides new material
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on: p elements; iterative solvers; design optimization; dynamic open boundary
finite elements; electric circuits coupled to finite elements; anisotropic and
complex materials; electromagnetic eigenvalues; and automated pre- and postprocessing software.;Containing more than 120 tables and computer-drawn
illustrations - and including two full-colour plates - What Every Engineer Should
Know About Finite Element Analysis should be of use to engineers, engineering
students and other professionals involved with product design or analysis.
The subject of digital image processing has migrated from a graduate to a junior
or senior level course as students become more proficient in mathematical
background earlier in their college education. With that in mind, Introduction to
Digital Image Processing is simpler in terms of mathematical derivations and
eliminates derivations of advanced s
This textbook gives a fresh approach to an introductory course in signal
processing. Its unique feature is to alternate chapters on continuous-time
(analog) and discrete-time (digital) signal processing concepts in a parallel and
synchronized manner. This presentation style helps readers to realize and
understand the close relationships between continuous and discrete time signal
processing, and lays a solid foundation for the study of practical applications
such as the analysis and design of analog and digital filters. The compendium
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provides motivation and necessary mathematical rigor. It generalizes the Fourier
transform to Laplace and Z transforms, applies these transforms to linear system
analysis, covers the time and frequency-domain analysis of differential and
difference equations, and presents practical applications of these techniques to
convince readers of their usefulness. MATLAB® examples are provided
throughout, and over 100 pages of solved homework problems are included in
the appendix. Contents: Introduction to Signal ProcessingDiscrete-Time Signals
and OperationsContinuous-Time Signals and OperationsFrequency Analysis of
Discrete-Time SignalsFrequency Analysis of Continuous-Time SignalsSampling
Theory and PracticeFrequency Analysis of Discrete-Time SystemsFrequency
Analysis of Continuous-Time SystemsZ-Domain Signal ProcessingS-Domain
Signal ProcessingApplications of Z-Domain Signal ProcessingApplications of SDomain Signal ProcessingAppendix: Solved Homework Problems Readership:
Researchers, academics, professionals and undergraduate students in signal
processing. Keywords: Signal Processing;Introduction;Analog and
Digital;Practical;Applications;Solved Homework ProblemsReview:0
The brand new edition of IMAGE PROCESSING, ANALYSIS, AND MACHINE
VISION is a robust text providing deep and wide coverage of the full range of
topics encountered in the field of image processing and machine vision. As a
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result, it can serve undergraduates, graduates, researchers, and professionals
looking for a readable reference. The book's encyclopedic coverage of topics is
wide, and it can be used in more than one course (both image processing and
machine vision classes). In addition, while advanced mathematics is not needed
to understand basic concepts (making this a good choice for undergraduates),
rigorous mathematical coverage is included for more advanced readers. It is also
distinguished by its easy-to-understand algorithm descriptions of difficult
concepts, and a wealth of carefully selected problems and examples. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
??????????
Comprehensive textbook covering the physics and engineering aspects of lasers
and electro-optic devices.
This second edition of the book, Nonlinear Random Vibration: Analytical
Techniques and Applications, expands on the original edition with additional
detailed steps in various places in the text. It is a first systematic presentation on
the subject. Its features include: • a concise treatment of Markovian and nonMarkovian solutions of nonlinear stochastic differential equations, • exact
solutions of Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equations, • methods of statistical
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linearization, • statistical nonlinearization techniques, • methods of stochastic
averaging, • truncated hierarchy techniques, and • an appendix on probability
theory. A special feature is its incorporation of detailed steps in many examples
of engineering applications. Targeted audience: Graduates, research scientists
and engineers in mechanical, aerospace, civil and environmental (earthquake,
wind and transportation), automobile, naval, architectural, and mining
engineering.
A guide to all aspects of experimental design and data analysis for fMRI
experiments, completely revised and updated for the second edition. Functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), which allows researchers to observe neural
activity in the human brain noninvasively, has revolutionized the scientific study
of the mind. An fMRI experiment produces massive amounts of highly complex
data for researchers to analyze. This book describes all aspects of experimental
design and data analysis for fMRI experiments, covering every step—from
preprocessing to advanced methods for assessing functional connectivity—as well
as the most popular multivariate approaches. The goal is not to describe which
buttons to push in the popular software packages but to help researchers
understand the basic underlying logic, the assumptions, the strengths and
weaknesses, and the appropriateness of each method. The field of fMRI
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research has advanced dramatically in recent years, in both methodology and
technology, and this second edition has been completely revised and updated.
Six new chapters cover experimental design, functional connectivity analysis
through the methods of psychophysiological interactions and beta-series
regression, decoding using multi-voxel pattern analysis, dynamic causal
modeling, and representational similarity analysis. Other chapters offer new
material on recently discovered problems related to head movements, the
multivariate GLM, meta-analysis, and other topics. All complex derivations now
appear at the end of the relevant chapter to improve readability. A new appendix
describes how to build a design matrix with effect coding for group analysis. As in
the first edition, MATLAB code is provided with which readers can implement
many of the methods described.
Mallat's book is the undisputed reference in this field - it is the only one that
covers the essential material in such breadth and depth. - Laurent Demanet,
Stanford University The new edition of this classic book gives all the major
concepts, techniques and applications of sparse representation, reflecting the
key role the subject plays in today's signal processing. The book clearly presents
the standard representations with Fourier, wavelet and time-frequency
transforms, and the construction of orthogonal bases with fast algorithms. The
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central concept of sparsity is explained and applied to signal compression, noise
reduction, and inverse problems, while coverage is given to sparse
representations in redundant dictionaries, super-resolution and compressive
sensing applications. Features: * Balances presentation of the mathematics with
applications to signal processing * Algorithms and numerical examples are
implemented in WaveLab, a MATLAB toolbox New in this edition * Sparse signal
representations in dictionaries * Compressive sensing, super-resolution and
source separation * Geometric image processing with curvelets and bandlets *
Wavelets for computer graphics with lifting on surfaces * Time-frequency audio
processing and denoising * Image compression with JPEG-2000 * New and
updated exercises A Wavelet Tour of Signal Processing: The Sparse Way, Third
Edition, is an invaluable resource for researchers and R&D engineers wishing to
apply the theory in fields such as image processing, video processing and
compression, bio-sensing, medical imaging, machine vision and communications
engineering. Stephane Mallat is Professor in Applied Mathematics at École
Polytechnique, Paris, France. From 1986 to 1996 he was a Professor at the
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences at New York University, and between
2001 and 2007, he co-founded and became CEO of an image processing
semiconductor company. Includes all the latest developments since the book was
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published in 1999, including its application to JPEG 2000 and MPEG-4
Algorithms and numerical examples are implemented in Wavelab, a MATLAB
toolbox Balances presentation of the mathematics with applications to signal
processing
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